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mal properties. These include extensivity, variational determination of the

wavefunction parameters or qualitatively correct description of single bond

dissociation. Breaking multiple bonds or non-isolated single bonds results in

fragments of incorrect spin state when computed by APSG. This has been

identified as a potential problem in APSG based linearized coupled-cluster

approach (LCC). An alternative correction scheme based on the extended

random phase approximation (ERPA) is investigated from this point of view,

in parallel with LCC.

The two methods are compared formally. Potential energy curves and

atomic spin by APSG based LCC and ERPA are presented on illustrative

examples for multiple bond breaking. Origin of the marked difference between

the behaviour of LCC and ERPA is explored.

Keywords antisymmetrized product of strongly orthogonal geminals ·

beyond perfect pairing · triplet geminals · extended random phase approxi-

mation · linearized coupled cluster · local spin

1 Introduction

Practical computational tools for the interplay of strong and weak correlation

have been sought after for decades, representing a challenge to date. Wavefunc-

tion based electronic structure methods approach these problem in two steps:

strong first, weak next. Multireference extension of the self consistent field

(SCF) approach is often applied in the first step, considering a full configura-

tion interaction in the space of selected active orbitals (complete active space,
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CAS).[1] With the aid of parallel execution, the limit of tractability of CAS

has been recently pushed to the order of 20 electrons and 20 active orbitals.[2]

Factorial scaling however hinders progress along this line, stimulating many

attempts towards reduced cost alternatives to the CAS methodology. Numer-

ical approximation based on e.g. the density matrix renormalization idea[3,

4] or on stochastic algorithms[5] represent a highly successful recent line of

research. Efforts have been also invested into designing more economic wave-

function Ansätze, based on occupancy restrictions in subsets of active orbitals,

e.g. restricted active space (RAS)[6], generalized active space (GAS)[7] or oc-

cupation restricted multiple active space (ORMAS)[8]. Constructing the wave-

function of two-electron building blocks is another useful concept, investigated

by many.[9–17]

Among pair function approaches, wavefunctions exploiting the so-called

strong orthogonality (SO) criterion represent a special class. Two-electron

functions (geminals) ψ(x1,x2) and ϕ(x1,x2) are termed strongly orthogonal

if

∫
ψ(x1,x2)ϕ(x1,x

′
2)dx1 ≡ 0 (1)

holds for ψ ̸= ϕ . According to Arai[18] SO is equivalent to expanding gemi-

nals in mutually orthogonal subspaces of one-electron orbitals. Geminal ψγ is

consequently expressed, in second-quantized notation as

ψ+
γ =

(γ)∑
i

Ci i
+
β i

+
α , (2)
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γ referring to the geminal subspace. Form (2) assumes that spatial orbitals

|i⟩ are natural orbitals of the many-electron function, constructed as antisym-

metrized product of strongly orthogonal geminals (APSG)

|APSG⟩ =
∏
γ

ψ+
γ |vac⟩ . (3)

Note, that APSG includes singlet geminals, i.e. S = 0,MS = 0 for each

geminal. When geminal subsets are at most two-dimensional, APSG agrees

with the generalized valence bond (GVB) function, assuming perfect pairing

(PP).

The APSG wavefunction has many attractive features, e.g. it can be ex-

pressed in an exponential form[19] facilitating proper separability as the system

breaks up for non-interacting subsystems. Parameters of the theory (configu-

ration interaction (CI) coefficients Ci collected in matrix C and orbitals |i⟩ )

can be determined based on the variational principle. Wavefunction optimiza-

tion with respect to CI coefficients leads to separate eigenvalue problems of

the effective geminal Hamiltonians[17]

Ĥ(γ) =

(γ)∑
ij

heffij
∑
σ

i+σ j
−
σ +

1

2

(γ)∑
ijkl

⟨ij|kl⟩
∑
σσ′

i+σ j
+
σ′ l

−
σ′k

−
σ (4)

where σ stands for the spin-index, two-electron integrals ⟨ij|kl⟩ are written

in the 1212 convention and the effective one-electron matrix reads

heffij = hij +
∑

γ ̸=γi,γj

(γ)∑
kl

Plk [2⟨ik|jl⟩ − ⟨ik|lj⟩] (5)

with hij being the standard notation for one-electron integrals, and the one-

electron reduced density matrix (1-RDM) reading as

Plk =
(
C†C

)
kl

= δkl|Ck|2 . (6)
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In the above γi denotes the geminal subspace accommodating orbital |i⟩ .

Diagonal nature of the one-particle density is utilized in the second equation

of Eq.(6), yielding natural occupation numbers

nk = |Ck|2 . (7)

Though k and l refer to spatial orbitals, Eq.(6) gives the spin-dependent one-

particle density, spin being suppressed in the notation as Plk is the same for α

and β spin. Diagonal element of the spin-summed one-particle density, Dkk is

accordingly given by 2nk . Orbital optimization can be performed based on the

orbital gradient derived from the antisymmetric part of the generalized Fock-

ian[17]. Efficient numerical realization of the optimization has been recently

explored by Tarumi et al.[20] and by Chatterjee[21].

Being composed of two-electron building blocks, for which the CI problem

is solved, the APSG wavefunction incorporates intra-geminal correlation in

an exact manner. Processes where a geminal breaks up for two fragments

are consequently described properly. Electron interaction between geminals

is included in APSG in a mean-field manner, via dependence of the effective

geminal Hamiltonian Eq.(4) on the one-particle density of all other geminals.

Recent interest in pair function based methods is partly explained by com-

putational economy. Another source of motivation is provided by the success

of pair function methods describing essential (strong) correlation[22–25]. The

special structure of APSG has been inspiring various generalizations of single-

reference methodologies for capturing dynamical correlation[26–35]. Natural

orbital functionals have been also proposed relying on the idea of restricted
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occupation in orbital subspaces[36,37], in particular the PNOF5 energy func-

tional has been explicitly shown to match the GVB energy provided that phase

factors of the orbitals belonging to the same geminal are opposite[38]. Many

of these methods profit from the relatively simple structure of APSG[39] as

compared to e.g. CAS.

We here focus on two correlation approaches based on APSG. One is a

generalization of the extended random phase approximation (ERPA)[40] and

the correlation energy correction derived from it[35,41,42]. The other is a for-

mulation of the linearized coupled-cluster (LCC) method based on the APSG

reference function[33]. The investigation focuses on a drawback of the APSG

wavefunction, showing up when breaking multiple bonds or single bonds at-

tached to the same atom. Description of such a situation has been known as

a weak point of GVB[43], it has in fact been motivating studies for stepping

beyond the PP approximation[26,27,44–47]. In spite of the incorrect nature

of the wavefunction in multiple bond breaking situations, potential energy

curves may be acceptable, as observed for APSG and ERPA-APSG. At differ-

ence with this, serious ill-effect has been reported with LCC-APSG and the

problem has been tied to the flaw in the reference function[48]. Analysis of the

spin structure has been found a valuable source of information in course of

this study[49], as well as in formulating constraints for cumulant reconstruc-

tion schemes[50].

In what follows, the shortcoming in APSG when breaking multiple bonds is

presented. Since atomic spin provides a suitable tool for detecting the problem,
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formulae for extracting atomic spin from the molecular wavefunction are briefly

summarized. A short account of ERPA-APSG and APSG based LCC theory

is followed by an analysis of numerical examples and concluding remarks.

2 Theory

2.1 Multiple bond breaking by APSG

As a case study, let us investigate symmetric dissociation of H2O, assuming

two-dimensional subsets on OH geminals and one-dimensional on all others.

The APSG wavefunction accordingly takes the form

|APSG⟩ = ψ+
OH2ψ

+
OH1|Ξ⟩ , (8)

Ξ standing for the closed shell part involving the core and lone pairs of atom

O. Focusing on the limit where atoms are non interacting with each other,

natural orbitals of OH geminals, conforming with Eq.(2) arise as symmetric

and antisymmetric combination of atomic orbitals with equal weights. Eigen-

values of the 1-RDM of Eq.(6) being degenerate and equal to 1/2, P remains

unaffected upon expressing ψ+
OH on orbitals localized on atoms (note, that only

the 1-RDM is invariant, elements of C change.). Localized orbitals facilitate

making a link with a valence bond (VB) structure reflecting the correct spin

coupling in the dissociation limit. This can be written as

|TOTHH⟩=
1√
3

[(
3
+1ψ

+
O

) (
3
−1ψ

+
HH

)
+

(
3
−1ψ

+
O

) (
3
+1ψ

+
HH

)
−

(
3
0ψ

+
O

) (
3
0ψ

+
HH

) ]
|Ξ⟩ ,(9)

where ψO is assigned to two sp hybrid orbitals of atom O, ψHH is built with

each H atom contributing an s orbital. Multiplicity of the geminal function is
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indicated in top left index, MS in bottom left. Making use of the expression

of ψOH with localized orbitals one can relate |APSG⟩ and the correct VB

structure[49], bringing into play another VB structure involving the singlet

state of oxygen:

|SOSHH⟩ =
(
1ψ+

O

) (
1ψ+

HH

)
|Ξ⟩ . (10)

In fact, |APSG⟩ is the combination of the two, with the following coefficients

in limiting case:

|APSG⟩ = −
√
3

2
|TOTHH⟩ − 1

2
|SOSHH⟩ . (11)

Nonzero contribution of the singlet state of atom O in the dissociation limit

is an indication of APSG failing to describe the essential change in the spin

coupling during the dissociation process. It is however not necessary to reassign

geminal subspaces, which would inevitably cause discontinuity on a potential

surface. Admitting triplet geminals for dissociating bonds is a cure that allows

conservation of geminal subspace assignation[11,44,45,47,49].

2.1.1 Extracting atomic spin from the molecular wavefunction

Spin-squared expectation value of atomic fragments can be straightaway com-

puted in the dissociation limit based on the fragment spin-squared operator

defined in the spirit of Clark and Davidson[51], providing

⟨THHTO|Ŝ2
O|TOTHH⟩ = 2 , (12)

⟨APSG|Ŝ2
O|APSG⟩ = 3

2
, (13)
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a clear numerical indication of the problem. In the following we use atomic

spin to measure the qualitative defect of APSG and corrections built upon it.

Aiming at an indicator applicable along the entire dissociation process raises

the problem of extracting fragment spin for interacting fragments. Atomic

spin being non-measurable in a molecule, the quantity may be grabbed in

several ways leading to alternative definitions[51–54]. In recent years Mayer

and coworkers set four essential requirements for fragment spin and developed

methodologies for fulfilling these[55,56]. Presently we follow the Mulliken-type

decomposition of the proposed schemes. Spin density being zero in all models

considered in this work, atomic and diatomic components of the spin-squared

expectation value are obtained as

⟨Ŝ2⟩A=
3

4

∑
µ∈A

[
2DS− (DS)

2
]
µµ

+
1

2

∑
µ,ν∈A

∑
τ,ρ

[Λµνρτ − Λµντρ]SρµSτν(14)

⟨Ŝ2⟩AB =
1

2

∑
µ∈A

∑
ν∈B

∑
τ,ρ

[Λµνρτ − Λµντρ]SρµSτν , (15)

where A,B refer to atoms, indices µ, ν, ρ, τ designate atomic orbitals, S denotes

the overlap matrix, D = 2P stands for the spin-less 1-RDM and finally the

spin-less cumulant is expressed with the 2-RDM as

Λµνρτ = Γµνρτ −DµρDντ + 2PµτPνρ . (16)

See below the expression of the RDM’s for the the respective theoretical mod-

els.

In the calculations presented, we make explicit use of the requirement of

Mayer and coworkers which states that closed shell restricted wave functions

should not give rise to local spin. This allows separating the closed shell, doubly
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occupied portion of the wavefunction, in the spirit of the frozen core approach

and showing that doubly filled orbitals contribute zero to ⟨Ŝ2⟩A .

In addition to fragment spin, a delocalization index was examined in Ref.[50],

which should tend to zero betwen two atoms in the limit of completely broken

bond. This quantity is well behaving already at the level of APSG or equiva-

lently PNOF5[50] and it correctly tends to zero in the dissociation limit also

when obtained by ERPA-APSG or LCC-APSG. For this reason delocalization

index is not commented on further in this report.

2.2 ERPA-APSG

One starting point of formulating the ERPA-APSG correction is the following

expression of electron-electron interaction

Eee =
1

2

∫ ∫
ρ(2)(x1,x2)

|r1 − r2|
dx1dx2 (17)

where ρ(2)(x1,x2) stands for the pair density. Intrageminal interaction, al-

ready accounted for by APSG is to be excluded from Eq.(17). This is achieved

by expressing the pair density with one-particle density and its fluctuation,

and restricting the density fluctuation contribution to nonequivalent pairs of

geminals. By a series of elaborate arguments one is led to the expression[35]

EERPA-APSG = EAPSG +
∑
i>j

∑
k>l

(1 − δγiγj
δγkγl

δγiγk

)
⟨ik|jl⟩ (18)[

1

4

∑
ν

⟨APSG|Ei
j + Ej

i |ν⟩⟨APSG|Ek
l + El

k|ν⟩ − 1

2
[ni(1− nj) + nj(1− ni)] δikδjl

]
.

In the above EAPSG is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian taken

with the wavefunction of Eq.(3). Orbitals are assumed natural and ordered in
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decreasing or equal value of natural occupation number, ni given by Eq.(7).

Degeneracy in natural occupancies may lead to ni = nj for i ̸= j , necessitating

special consideration, vide infra. Index ν refers to excited states and Ej
i stands

for the spin-summed excitation operator

Ei
j =

∑
σ

i+σ j
−
σ . (19)

Transition density matrices are derived in the spirit of equation of motion

theory[57] as

⟨APSG|Ei
j |ν⟩ = ⟨APSG|[Ei

j , Ô
†
ν ]|APSG⟩ (20)

Ô†
ν being the excitation operator parametrized as

Ô†
ν =

∑
i>j

(Xν)ij E
i
j +

∑
i>j

(Yν)ij E
j
i (21)

according to an extension of RPA for APSG. Utilizing the expressions given

in Ref.[40] one finds for the sum of transition density matrices appearing in

EERPA-APSG

⟨APSG|Ei
j + Ej

i |ν⟩ = 2(ni − nj)
(
(Yν)ij − (Xν)ij

)
, i > j (22)

Finally, introducing index pair ij as hyper row index and index ν as column

index, the concise equation determining amplitude matrices X and Y readsA B

B A


X

Y

 =

S 0

0 −S


X

Y

ωdiag . (23)

In Ref.[40] elements of matrices A and B are given explicitly, elements of

the overlap matrix are implicit, reading as

Sij,kl = −(ni − nj)δikδjl , i > j , k > l . (24)
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Matrix ω contains positive excitation energies in its diagonal. Amplitude vec-

tors are orthogonal and normalized as

(
X†SX

)
µν

−
(
Y†SY

)
µν

=
1

2
δµν . (25)

Some technical comments on computing ERPA-APSG are due at this point.

Being related to the orbital Hessian[58], matrices A and B are symmetric pro-

vided that orbitals are optimized. We carry out symmetrization before solving

Eq.(23) in order to reduce numerical errors stemming from residual orbital

gradient. A threshold of 10−9 on the antisymmetric part of the generalized

Fockian is used to control orbital optimization of APSG, since ⟨Ŝ2⟩ was found

too sensitive with a 10−7 orbital gradient threshold.

Solution of Eq.(23) can be found by transformation to an eigenvalue prob-

lems of half size, reading as[35,42]

[
Ã

1/2
+ Ã−Ã

1/2
+

]
Ã

−1/2
+ Ỹ− = Ã

−1/2
+ Ỹ−(ω

diag)2 (26)

with

Ỹ− = L(Y −X) , (27)

Ã− = L−1(A−B)L−1 , (28)

Ã+ = K−1(A+B)K−1 , (29)

Kij,kl = (Ci + Cj)δikδjl , i > j , k > l , (30)

Lij,kl = (Ci − Cj)δikδjl , i > j , k > l . (31)

The above equations as well as Eq.(24) reflects that excitation among or-

bitals of equal natural occupancy ni = nj , or equivalently |Ci| = |Cj | is to
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be avoided. In practice, orbital pairs admitted as i > j resort to virt-act,

act-core, virt-core and act-act. A threshold of 0.005 is used to define orbital

categories, i.e. ni < 0.005 is considered virtual, ni > 0.995 characterizes the

core set. Excitations between active orbitals need further inspection: these

are allowed whenever the two orbitals i > j belong to different geminals and

ni/nj ≤ 0.99 . Altering selection of orbital pairs (elementary excitations) en-

tering Eq.(21) along a potential surface may lead to discontinuities. In order to

avoid this, elementary excitations prone to cause discontinuity at some region

are preferably discarded all along the potential surface.

Active orbital pairs i and j belonging to the same geminal represent an

exceptional case, being admissible regardless of their occupation number. The

reason behind is that by proper transformation of Eq.(23) and relying on the

stationary conditions of the parameters of APSG (ni − nj) can be eliminated

from Eq.(23). Whether or not (ni−nj) equals zero is consequently immaterial.

The overlap matrix becoming (near) singular typically manifests in the

stability conditions being (nearly) violated, but this is not the only possible

source of instability. Such situations, characterized by small or negative eigen-

values of (A + B) and/or (A − B) [58] are to be avoided. This is achieved

by identifying elementary excitations contributing to the problematic root of

Eq.(23) and discarding the corresponding orbital pairs from Eq.(21), again

along the entire surface.

Wrapping up the description of orbital pair selection it may be worth men-

tioning that the scheme essentially agrees with the procedure applied in e.g.[41,
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42]. Discarding elementary excitations in order to avoid discontinuities is an

ingredient not commented on before. This becomes imperative with multiple

bond breaking which was not examined in Refs.[41,42]

2.2.1 Density matrices behind ERPA-APSG

One way of interpreting the ERPA-APSG formula is that it stems from a cor-

rection beyond mean-field to the intergeminal interaction incorporated in the

APSG two-particle density. Identifying the ERPA-APSG two-particle RDM,

the energy expression

EERPA-APSG =
∑
ij

hijDji +
1

2

∑
ijkl

⟨ik|jl⟩ΓERPA-APSG
jlik (32)

remains valid. The ERPA-APSG 2-RDM reads[42]

ΓERPA-APSG
jlik = ΓAPSG

jlik + 2(1− δγiγjδγkγl
δγiγk

) (33)[
1

4

∑
ν

⟨APSG|Ei
j |ν⟩⟨APSG|El

k|ν⟩ −
1

2
ni(1− nk)δkjδli

]

with the APSG 2-RDM being

ΓAPSG
jlik =

∑
σσ′

⟨APSG|i+σ k+σ′ l
−
σ′j

−
σ |APSG⟩ = 2nink(1− δγiγk

)(2δijδkl − δilδkj)

+ 2CiCjδγiγj
δikδjl . (34)

Interestingly the sum relation between one- and two-particle RDM’s

∑
l

ΓERPA-APSG
jlil = (N − 1) Dji (35)

also persists, as the correction term of ΓERPA-APSG beyond APSG has no

contribution to the partial trace. The 1-RDM behind ERPA-APSG accordingly
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agrees with that of APSG, either based on Eq.(32) or on Eq.(35). In the above

N stands for the number of electrons in the system, D = 2P denotes the

spin-summed 1-RDM and spin summation is implied in ΓERPA-APSG as well.

2.3 APSG based LCC

An alternative idea of deriving a correction to APSG is based on the mul-

tireference extension of LCC[59] or, the simplest variant of the coupled pair

approximation (CEPA0)[60] or, perturbation theory (PT) with suitable parti-

tioning[33,61–63]. Based on different grounds, these approaches arrive to the

common expression of the corrected wavefunction

|Ψ⟩ = |APSG⟩ +

′∑
K,L

|ΦK⟩GKL⟨ΦL|Ĥ|APSG⟩ , (36)

with G related to

MKL = ⟨ΦK |EAPSG − Ĥ|ΦL⟩ (37)

as

G = M−1 . (38)

Functions ΦK are assumed orthogonal to |APSG⟩ (hence the prime on the

sum in Eq.(36)) and orthonormal among themselves. The energy correction is

expressed by substituting Ψ in the non symmetric formula

ELCC = ⟨APSG|Ĥ|Ψ⟩ =

′∑
K,L

⟨APSG|Ĥ|ΦK⟩GKL⟨ΦL|Ĥ|APSG⟩ . (39)

When generating excited functions ΦK it is sufficient to consider a subspace

of the CI space, interacting with APSG via the Hamiltonian. Exploiting the
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geminal structure, one can identify excited functions with or without charge

transfer among geminal subspaces. In the case where electron transfer occurs

between geminals, determinants serve as ΦK . Excited functions conserving

the number of electrons in geminal subspaces involved in APSG are neces-

sarily multideterminantal, to satisfy orthogonality to APSG. These states are

generated by Mayer’s orthogonalization,[64,65] performed in the subspace of

determinants contributing to APSG. The LCC method applied here agrees

with previous formulations[33,48]. Representation of the reference differs, as

open shell determinants with small but nonzero coefficients were included in

Ref.[48], while presently a strictly natural orbital expansion is assumed.

In order to determine atomic spin, density matrices are obtained from the

LCC corrected wavefunction as

DLCC-APSG
ji = ⟨Ψ |Ei

j |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ |Ψ⟩−1 (40)

ΓLCC-APSG
jlik =

∑
σσ′

⟨Ψ |i+σ k+σ′ l
−
σ′j

−
σ |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ |Ψ⟩−1 . (41)

2.4 Triplet geminals

The aim of the present study is to compare the effect of triplet geminals in the

two correction schemes: ERPA-APSG and LCC-APSG. As shown in Section

2.1 triplet state of geminals involved in APSG are essential to obtain correct

fragment spin in a multiple bond breaking procedure. In connection with LCC-

APSG it has been found that triplet geminals may play a special role.[48] In

certain cases they need to be treated in advance, as part of strong correlation,

in order not to spoil the second correction step, incorporating weak correlation.
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Here we are mainly concerned with the question whether a similar effect can

be identified with ERPA-APSG.

Appearance of the particular triplet geminals in the two correction schemes

deserves a brief remark. In case of LCC-APSG they appear among non charge

transfer excited states, i.e. among ΦK ’s where the number of electrons in gem-

inal subspaces is the same as in APSG. Since these states are generated by

Mayer’s orthogonalization,[64,65] presence of triplet geminals is not immedi-

ately apparent. One can however rely on the manifest unitary invariance of

the LCC scheme and assume that the space of non charge transfer excitations,

interacting with APSG, is spanned by geminal product functions. These are

expressible in the form1

ψ+
θ∗ ψ

+
η∗

∏
γ ̸=θ,η

ψ+
γ |vac⟩ . (42)

In the above, θ∗ refer to an excited state of geminal θ . Appearance of triplet

geminals is obvious in this form, since excited states θ∗ and η∗ comprise singlet

and triplet, MS = −1, 0,+1 for the latter.

Presence of triplet geminals behind EERPA-APSG follows immediately from

Ô†
ν conserving overall spin but not the spin of individual geminals. Tracking

the contribution of a particular triplet geminal is more subtle. Though solely

single excitations are generated by the ERPA excitation operator Eq.(21),

a correspondence with the double excitation involving ring coupled cluster

(rCCD) formalism indeed exists. Interest in this topic has been reviving re-

1 Intrageminal excitations within a single geminal are non-interacting with APSG[17] they

can therefore be ignored.
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cently,[66,67] with valuable contributions made by János Ángyán and cowork-

ers.[68,69] In the single determinantal limiting case, formulated with spin-

orbitals RPA and rCCD amplitude equations can be exactly matched, with∑
ν(Yν)ia(X

−1
ν )jb providing the coupled cluster amplitude of the double ex-

citation i, j → a, b . Extension of the correspondence between RPA and rCCD

to the multireference case is less trivial.[32] Moreover, ERPA-APSG operates

with an adiabatic connection inspired energy formula[70–72] instead of a cou-

pled cluster type expression. Going into details is out of the scope of this study.

We suffice stating that triplet geminals are incorporated in ERPA-APSG via

the correction term involving a quadratic expression in X and Y . In par-

ticular, it is an intergeminal excitation amplitude e.g. from geminal θ to η

multiplied by an amplitude corresponding to a transition from η to θ that

involves the contribution of triplet geminals ψθ∗ and ψη∗ .

3 Illustrative examples

3.1 Symmetric dissociation of H2O

In order to allow comparison of ERPA and LCC corrected APSG energetic

data, a minimalistic GVB reference was constructed, with 2 orbitals assigned to

the dissociating OH bonds. This model, labeled (OH corr) in Fig.1 corresponds

to the geminal assignation of Section 2.1. Potential energy curves presented in

Fig.1 show a considerable improvement over APSG by either ERPA or LCC

correction, as compared to Full CI (FCI). Fig.1(b) focuses on the corrected
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curves beyond cca. twice the equilibrium geometry. Incorrect shape of LCC-

APSG is a manifestation of the breakdown of the PP approximation[48]. 2

Curves of ERPA-APSG are free from any ill effect as apparent in Fig.1. Orbital

pairs admitted in Eq.(21) for ERPA-APSG notably do not include intergeminal

OH excitations since they violate condition ni/nj ≤ 0.99 beyond cca. 4.5 Å .

In case of (OH corr) further orbital pairs have to be excluded from Eq.(21)

due to near instability of the reference. Another interpretation of the problem

is that lone pair to bonding geminal excitations are not well balanced, bonding

geminals being correlated but lone pairs not. This results in two ERPA roots of

exceedingly small excitation energy, with main contributions from elementary

excitations between the lone pair of π symmetry and natural orbitals of the OH

geminals. There are four such orbital pairs, which are excluded in addition to

intergeminal pairs in results labeled ”ERPA-APSG(OH corr)”. Interestingly,

the problematic ERPA roots exhibit a local character beyond cca 1.5 Å when

performing the same analysis with Boys localized orbitals on OH geminals

(instead of naturals). 3 Dominant contributors in this expansion are elementary

excitations between the lone pair of π symmetry and the Boys orbitals localized

on atom oxygen. There are two such orbital pairs, excluded in results labeled

2 The ill-effect is less drastic here than in Ref.[48], where divergence of LCC-APSG was

reported. The difference originates in open shell components of the reference being present

in Ref.[48], see the comment at the end of Section 2.3.

3 Note that the ERPA-APSG energy is manifestly invariant to a rotation of orbitals which

conserves the orbital pairing admitted in Eq.(21). Transformation of amplitudes (Xν)mn and

(Yν)mn follows from the transformation of orbitals.
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”ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys”, in addition to intergeminal pairs. Due to

strong mixing with other pairs, the ”ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys” curve can

not be continued below cca 1.5 Å .

As Fig.1(b) shows, exclusion based on Boys localized OH orbitals improves

upon ”ERPA-APSG(OH corr)” on the order of 10 mEh. Two elementary ex-

citations are responsible for this effect, occurring between the lone pair of π

symmetry and the Boys orbitals on atoms hydrogen. These are omitted in

”ERPA-APSG(OH corr)” but kept in ”ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys”.

Potential curves obtained with all valence geminals assigned two orbitals

are labeled (valence corr) in Fig. 1. This brings an improvement on the order

of tens of mEh at the APSG level, but only a a couple of mEh at the level of

ERPA-APSG. Near instability not affecting the (valence corr) APSG calcula-

tion, orbital pair exclusion resorts to intergeminal OH excitations, which is in-

evitable. Though not warranted based on instability arguments, elimination of

four additional orbital pairs is also checked, labeled by ”ERPA-APSG(valence

corr), Boys”. Lone pairs being correlated, the corresponding orbitals are lo-

calized rather than symmetric. For this reason both lone pairs are considered

when discarding excitations connecting lone pairs and the Boys orbitals of OH

geminals localized on atom oxygen. This makes four orbital pairs instead of

two, observed with the (OH corr) scheme. Elimination of these four additional

orbital pairs results in a considerable energy lowering, getting below FCI by

tens of mEh’s as reflected by Fig. 1(b).
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Atomic spin, plotted in Fig.2 shows a marked difference between ERPA and

LCC corrected APSG. In accordance with Ref.[48], LCC improves only up to

a given OH bond distance but fails to set right the qualitative defect of APSG

upon further bond elongation. At difference with LCC-APSG, ERPA-APSG

does not improve upon the local spin of APSG in any region, it essentially fol-

lows the trend of APSG both for the (OH corr) and the (valence corr) scheme,

c.f. panel (a) and (b) respectively. Based on Section 2.4, OH intergeminal ex-

citations missing from ERPA-APSG curves depicted in Fig.2 can be expected

to have a beneficial effect on local spin. Their correction in fact points in the

right direction, if admitted. For example at 3 Å for (valence corr) one gets the

value 1.55 for ⟨Ŝ2⟩O , instead of 1.48 plotted in Fig. 2(b). The improvement is

modest in view of the FCI result and even this has to be discarded in favour

of a continuous potential surface.

There is a remarkable difference in atomic spin values depicted in Fig.

2(a) between ERPA-APSG(OH corr) and ”ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys”, the

latter setting local spin essentially right in the dissociation limit. A qualitative

picture, rationalizing this effect can be given based on the cartoons in Fig.

4. Taking into account that the square of excitation amplitudes figure in the

ERPA-APSG correction, one can vaguely associate product of single excitation

amplitudes with doubles’ amplitude. For example, if the π lone pair to oxygen

sp2 hybrid excitation is applied twice a Lewis structure depicted in Fig. 4(b)

can be generated from the APSG structure of Fig. 4(a). The structure of Fig.

4(b) corresponds to low spin on atom oxygen, the effect of which is missing
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both from ERPA-APSG(OH corr) and from ”ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys”.

Focusing now on the π lone pair to hydrogen s excitation, its combination

with the sp2 one pair to hydrogen s excitation results in the structure of

Fig. 4(c). The latter corresponds to a high spin on atom oxygen, an effect

accounted for by ”ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys” but not by ERPA-APSG(OH

corr). Based on this coarse picture, oxygen spin lowering and increasing effects

can be understood to compensate in ERPA-APSG(OH corr) while only local

spin increasing effect is kept in ”ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys”. Significant

overshooting in local spin by ”ERPA-APSG(valence corr), Boys” observable

in Fig. 2(b) can be rationalized along the same lines. In this case both lone

pairs give rise to a structure of the type of Fig. 4(b), implying low spin on

atom oxygen and being eliminated from the ERPA-APSG 2-RDM.

Correction in atomic spin by ”ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys” comes at

the price of considerable violation of total spin, as reflected in Fig.3. In the

”ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys” scheme ⟨Ŝ2⟩ rises from the value of −2.9·10−3

at 1.5 Å to 0.45 at 7.0 Å . The effect is exaggerated in ”ERPA-APSG(valence

corr), Boys”, ⟨Ŝ2⟩ starting from the value of 0.66 at 2.0 Å and reaching 0.99 at

7.0 Å . Though not strictly zero, spin contamination of ERPA-APSG remains

relatively small, as illustrated by Fig.3. In terms of numbers ⟨Ŝ2⟩ by ”ERPA-

APSG(OH corr)” remains between -0.66 and -0.53 in the distance range shown

while the limits for ⟨Ŝ2⟩ by ”ERPA-APSG(valence corr)” are −3.8 · 10−2 and

−8.9 ·10−3 . Curves of APSG, LCC-APSG and FCI are omitted from Fig.3 for

clarity, as they all lie on the zero axis.
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Spin components by APSG, ERPA-APSG and FCI are collected in Table

3.1 at two points in the stretched regime to complete the picture. From Table

3.1 one can deduce that the dominant effect of ERPA appears in the spin

of oxygen at both geometries shown. Interatomic components and ⟨Ŝ2⟩H are

slightly modified by ERPA at 1.5 Å and practically not at 7.0 Å OH distance,

both for ”(OH corr)” and for ”(OH corr), Boys”. An overcorrection of ⟨Ŝ2⟩O by

”ERPA-APSG, Boys” is brought about at 1.5 Å while it is essentially set right

at 7.0 Å . The ”ERPA-APSG, Boys” scheme affecting other spin components at

1.5 Å is a consequence of the non negligible contribution of H atomic orbitals

to the Boys orbitals at this distance. While total spin violation is relatively

small with ERPA-APSG, there is nothing to compensate the increased oxygen

spin in the ”ERPA-APSG, Boys” scheme especially at 7.0 Å OH distance.

As a consequence total spin of ”ERPA-APSG, Boys” gets deteriorated with

roughly the same amount by which ⟨Ŝ2⟩O gets ameliorated. This is apparent

from the comparison of Figs.2 and 3 also.

3.2 Double bond dissociation of C2H4

Energetic data are again compared on a small basis example, allowing the

computation of LCC-APSG and FCI. Only the dissociating CC bonds are

correlated at the level of APSG, with two orbitals assigned to each, all other

geminal subspaces are kept one dimensional. Total energy profiles, presented

in Fig.5(a) show that both ERPA and LCC improve upon APSG considerably.

Panel (a) of Fig.5 shows results with symmetry adapted orbitals constituting
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R(OH) = 1.5 Å R(OH) = 5.5 Å

O H1 H2 O H1 H2

APSG APSG

O 0.426 -0.213 -0.213 1.500 -0.750 -0.750

H1 0.213 0.000 0.750 0.000

H2 0.213 0.750

ERPA-APSG(OH corr) ERPA-APSG(OH corr)

O 0.357 -0.208 -0.208 1.451 -0.751 -0.751

H1 0.214 -0.010 0.750 0.000

H2 0.214 0.750

ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys ERPA-APSG(OH corr), Boys

O 0.582 -0.245 -0.245 1.951 -0.751 -0.751

H1 0.214 -0.017 0.750 0.000

H2 0.214 0.750

FCI FCI

O 0.402 -0.201 -0.201 2.000 -1.000 -1.000

H1 0.191 0.010 0.750 0.250

H2 0.191 0.750

Table 1 Atomic ⟨Ŝ2⟩A and diatomic components ⟨Ŝ2⟩AB for the water molecule in 6-31G*

basis at ∠(HOH) = 109.5o. See table heading for R(OH) . Only OH geminals are correlated

at the APSG level, with 2 orbitals assigned to each. Benchmark is provided by FCI. See

text for elementary excitations participating in Eq.(21) of ERPA-APSG schemes.

the CC geminals. Panel (b) of Fig.5 focuses on the intermediate to long dis-

tance range, where an APSG solution with symmetry breaking, banana type

orbitals on CC geminals could be found. The latter represents the lowest energy
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APSG solution beyond cca. 3 Å , getting about 6 mEh below the symmetry

adapted APSG solution at 6 Å .

In parallel with the H2O symmetric dissociation example, a non physical

hump appears on the LCC-APSG curve at around twice the equilibrium dis-

tance both in panel (a) and (b) in Fig. 5. The hump is more expressed with

banana type orbitals, amounting to cca. 80 mEh while it is around 7 mEh with

orbitals belonging to irreducible representations (ir. rep.).

The curve by ERPA-APSG is somewhat more off from FCI in Fig. 5(a)

than LCC, it is however free from any qualitative failure. Comparison of panels

(a) and (b) shows that the ERPA-APSG energy with banana type orbitals on

CC geminals is very close to the result with CC geminals built with ir. rep.

orbitals. The ERPA-APSG results depicted in Fig. 5 exclude intergeminal CC

excitations from Eq.(21) in the interest of a continuous curve. Instability issues

were not detected with this model.

Spin of fragment CH2 is shown in Fig.6 with a full valence complete active

space, CAS(12,12) serving as benchmark in lack of RDMs at the level of FCI.

It is notable that fragment spin is slightly negative by CAS(12,12) in the

compressed bond range, an effect already observed in the family of unsaturated

hydrocarbons[56]. 4

The curve of APSG tending to an incorrect limit in Fig.6 is analogous to

the example of H2O just like the erratic shape of LCC-APSG. With symmetry

4 Turning to Löwdin orthogonalized atomic orbitals or a decomposition scheme in 3D

space has been found to fix negative atomic spin in Ref.[56]. This investigation is not pursued

here our main interest lying with the spin of fragments formed upon dissociation.
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adapted orbitals LCC-APSG clearly improves local spin up to cca. 2.8 Å , c.f.

Fig.6(a) while it is rather poor with banana type orbitals on CC geminals, c.f.

Fig.6(b).

The correction in local spin brought about by ERPA-APSG with symmetry

adapted orbitals, Fig.6(a), is nonnegligible around equilibrium, ERPA-APSG

being closer to the CAS(12,12) local spin than uncorrected APSG. Unfor-

tunately the correction is marginal in the stretched regime also. Including

elementary excitations between CC geminals the picture could be slightly im-

proved. The value of ⟨Ŝ2⟩CH2
reaches 1.71 with ir. rep. orbitals on CC geminals

and 1.57 with banana orbitals at around 5 Å in Fig.6 if admitting these or-

bital pairs in Eq.(21). Since these pairs can not be included without causing

a discontinuity beyond 5 Å , their effect is deliberately ignored. Total spin by

ERPA-APSG, presented in Fig.7 shows small negative values, similarly to the

case of H2O. Total spin with banana orbitals is slightly better, varying in the

range of −9.94 · 10−2 (at 2.2 Å ) and −8.37 · 10−2 (at 6.4 Å ). Limits for ⟨Ŝ2⟩

with ir. rep. orbitals in the range shown are -0.105 (at 1.0 Å ) and −8.78 ·10−2

(at 6.4 Å ). Closing the subject of C2H4 we mention that correlating all valence

geminals at the APSG level (with 2 orbitals assigned to them), improves the

limiting value of local spin slightly. It reaches the value of 1.50 by ERPA-APSG

with intergeminal excitations excluded.
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3.3 Rectangle to square transformation of H4

As a final example the rectangle to square transformation of the H4 system is

presented in Fig.8. At difference with the previous examples the challenge of

this system is not the triplet recoupling of two spins residing on the fragment

formed upon dissociation. Lewis structures implied in this process both involve

singlet coupled pairs. The difficulty here lies with the considerable local spin

building up on atom H at square geometry, which is poorly described by APSG.

Moreover the APSG energy curve exhibits a characteristic cusp at 90o, as a

consequence of switching between two Lewis structures.

Results shown in Fig.8 indicate that both LCC and ERPA bring a consid-

erable correction in energy. Exclusion of intergeminal elementary excitations

is not an issue with ERPA in this case, bonds not getting stretched enough for

quasi degeneracy in occupation numbers building up around 1/2. The FCI re-

sult is approximated better by LCC than by ERPA, both in absolute value and

regarding curve shape, but neither succeed in correcting the cusp at 90o. As

Fig.8(a) shows, ERPA-APSG produces a cusp similar to APSG, while LCC-

APSG exhibits a local minimum of cca. 0.8 mEh, remaining non-differentiable

at 90o. The peculiar shape of LCC-APSG is a consequence of an intruder (i.e.

a small eigenvalue of matrix M) appearing close to square geometry eventually

causing a divergence if following the higher energy APSG solution beyond 90o.

Inspecting atomic spin curves, plotted in Fig.8(b) one can observe that LCC-

APSG gets the order of magnitude of ⟨Ŝ2⟩H right while ERPA-APSG remains
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in the same range as APSG. Similarly to total energy, local spin curves of both

LCC and ERPA inherit the cusp at 90o.

4 Conclusion

Comparison of LCC and ERPA correction to APSG on the example of break-

ing multiple bonds or single bonds attached to the same atom allows to draw

the following conclusions. Incorrect description of spins recoupling to triplet

on the dissociation product does not affect potential energy curves by APSG

or by ERPA-APSG but causes a defective shape of LCC-APSG curves. Spe-

cial, separate treatment of triplet geminals has been previously shown to be a

remedy in case of LCC.

With ERPA-APSG the way of approach in a multiple bond breaking sit-

uation is more simple. One only has to consider that elementary excitations

between dissociating geminals may become (close to) zero norm during the

process, due to (quasi) degeneracy in orbital occupation number building up

around the value of 1/2. The corresponding orbital pairs have to be excluded

from the expansion of the excitation operator in the entire geometry range

studied, in order to get a continuous potential surface.

Fragment spin by ERPA-APSG follows closely the result of APSG. The

ERPA scheme resorting to spin conserving single excitations, triplet gemi-

nals necessary for curing atomic spin can appear via squared amplitudes of

elementary excitations between dissociating geminals. These constituents are

however neglected for avoiding discontinuity. Inspecting the numerical effect of
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intergeminal elementary excitations on atomic spin at geometries where they

are still admissible only a marginal improvement is revealed.

Omitting intrafragment excitations, based on Boys localized orbitals is

found to produce remarkably good fragment spin in the case of the H2O

molecule with OH geminals correlated only at the level of the reference. Un-

fortunately the source appears to be a fortuitous incompensation in local spin.

Moreover, this approach brings considerable violation in total spin while that

of ERPA-APSG remained below 0.1 in absolute value in the examples studied.
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Fig. 1 Symmetric dissociation of the water molecule in 6-31G* basis, ∠(HOH) = 109.5o.

Total energy by APSG, ERPA-APSG and LCC-APSG. Full CI (FCI) is shown as benchmark.

Label ’APSG(OH corr)’ refers to bonding OH geminals being correlated only at the APSG

level, with 2 orbitals assigned to each bond. All valence geminals are assigned 2 orbitals in

the model ’APSG(valence corr)’. See text for elementary excitations participating in Eq.(21)

of ERPA-APSG schemes.
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Fig. 2 Symmetric dissociation of the water molecule in 6-31G* basis, ∠(HOH) = 109.5o.

Spin-squared expectation value of atom oxygen by APSG, ERPA-APSG and LCC-APSG.

Benchmark is provided by FCI. Results obtained with OH geminals correlated only in the

reference (APSG(OH corr)) are shown in panel (a). Panel (b) depicts results based on all

valence geminals correlated in the reference (APSG(valence corr)). See text for elementary

excitations participating in Eq.(21) of ERPA-APSG schemes.
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Fig. 3 Symmetric dissociation of the water molecule in 6-31G* basis, ∠(HOH) = 109.5o.

Spin-squared expectation value by ERPA-APSG. Acronym APSG(OH corr) refers to OH

geminals correlated only in the reference. All valence geminals are correlated in the reference

for APSG(valence corr). See text for elementary excitations participating in Eq.(21) of

ERPA-APSG schemes.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4 Lewis-structures implied by ERPA-APSG schemes for the water molecule, both

OH bonds stretched. Orbitals on OH geminals are assumed localized. Panel (a) depicts

the structure involved by APSG. Panel (b) shows a structure implied by ERPA-APSG but

not by ”ERPA-APSG, Boys”. Structure of panel (c) is involved both in ERPA-APSG and

”ERPA-APSG, Boys”.
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Fig. 5 C=C bond stretching of the ethylene molecule with 6-31G basis on atom C and STO-

3G on atom H, ∠(HCH) = 116.6o , R(C-H)=1.076 Å . Total energy by APSG, ERPA-APSG

and LCC-APSG. The only geminals correlated at the APSG level are C=C bonds, with two

orbitals assigned to each. For comparison FCI and CAS(12,12) are displayed. Core orbitals

are frozen in LCC-APSG and FCI. Open symbols in panel (a) correspond to C=C bonding

geminals build of σ or π orbitals. Filled symbols, shown in panel (b) indicate the solution

with two equivalent C=C bonding geminals, built of σ−π mixed, banana type orbitals. See

text for elementary excitations participating in Eq.(21) of ERPA-APSG schemes.
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Fig. 6 C=C bond stretching of the ethylene molecule with 6-31G basis on atom C and

STO-3G on atom H, ∠(HCH) = 116.6o , R(C-H)=1.076 Å . Spin-squared expectation value

of fragment CH2 by APSG, ERPA-APSG and LCC-APSG. The only geminals correlated

at the APSG level are C=C bonds, with two orbitals assigned to each. For comparison

CAS(12,12) is shown. Open symbols in panel (a) correspond to C=C bonding geminals

built of σ or π orbitals. Filled symbols in panel (b) indicate the solution with two equivalent

C=C bonding geminals, built of σ− π mixed, banana type orbitals. See text for elementary

excitations participating in Eq.(21) of ERPA-APSG schemes.
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Fig. 7 C=C bond stretching of the ethylene molecule with 6-31G basis on atom C and

STO-3G on atom H, ∠(HCH) = 116.6o , R(C-H)=1.076 Å . Spin-squared expectation value

by ERPA-APSG. The only geminals correlated at the APSG level are C=C bonds, with two

orbitals assigned to each. Open symbols correspond to C=C bonding geminals build of σ or

π orbitals. Filled symbols indicate the solution with two equivalent C=C bonding geminals,

built of σ−π mixed, banana type orbitals. See text for elementary excitations participating

in Eq.(21) of ERPA-APSG schemes.
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Fig. 8 Rectangle to square transformation of H4 in 6-31G** basis. Atoms H move on a circle

of 0.75 Å radius, angle of two H atoms, viewed from the origin is displayed on axis x. Total

energy (a) and spin of atom H (b) by APSG, ERPA-APSG and LCC-APSG. Benchmark is

provided by FCI.
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